
 
Figure 1: A graphic representation of the femur-tibia model 

constraints.  The femoral axis was forced to cross the tibial 

axis, and the virtual ligament attachment was fixed to the 

tibial segment and used as a posterior orientation reference. 
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SUMMARY 

The growing reliance by the medical community on knee 

evaluation necessitates accurate transverse plane kinematics.  

However, studies have shown that the complex movements of 

the tibial-femoral joint are difficult to measure precisely using 

stereophotogrammetry.  For this reason, we have developed a 

method to estimate thigh position modeling the lower limb as 

a modified slider-crank mechanism.  Using this novel 

approach, we have replicated bone-pin data demonstrating our 

model’s ability to estimate transverse plane kinematics. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Biomechanical analyses have become a fundamental device in 

the medical world, assisting doctors by providing objective 

data concerning patients’ conditions.  In recent years, the 

orthopedic community has determined both transverse plane 

translations and rotations of the tibia with respect to the femur 

as being crucial to a biomechanical evaluation of the knee and 

ACL [1].  The challenge posed by these requests is the 

accuracy of the measured data, specifically the ability of 

marker based motion analysis systems to estimate underlying 

bone position.  Skin movement artifacts have been shown to 

have a significant impact on experimental data and can 

introduce discrepancies of the same order of magnitude as—if 

not greater than—the kinematics measured in the transverse 

plane [2, 3, 4].  Therefore, any direct kinematic measurement 

by motion capture that uses skin-mounted reflective markers 

will not be able to accurately quantify tibial translations or 

internal-external rotation [2, 3, 4]. 

 

In this paper, we attempt to address the estimation of tibial-

femoral kinematics on the transverse plane.  Our approach 

borrows from classical machine design by modeling the 

femur-tibia complex as a slider-crank mechanism.  The 

advantage of this method is the ability to estimate thigh 

position based on the motion of the pelvis and shank.  This 

allows us to circumvent the potential skin movement artifact 

that could be generated by the large amount of soft tissue 

found in the thigh [4].  Tracking almost exclusively bony 

prominences, we believe to have significantly reduced the 

impact of skin movement on transverse plane knee kinematics. 

 

METHODS 

The data acquisitions of normal gait were performed in the Let 

People Move Research Institute, Perugia, Italy, on three 

unimpaired subjects (28±2.7 yr, 73±11.4 kg, 1.77±0.12 m).  A 

SMART-D (BTS Bioengineering, Padova, Italy) camera 

system was used to capture the motion data.  Anatomical 

markers were placed on the anterior and posterior superior 

iliac spine (ASIS and PSIS), sacrum, greater trochanters (GT), 

medial and lateral epicondyles (MEP and LEP), and medial 

and lateral malleoli (MMAL, LMAL).  Tracking markers were 

placed on each segment thigh, shank, and foot.  For the shank, 

one tracking marker was placed on the tibial tuberosity, and 

one on the distal bony surface of the tibia [4].  Joint centers 

were defined as one-quarter the distance between the GTs, 

half the distance between MEP and LEP for the knee, and half 

the distance between MMAL and LMAL for the ankle. 

 

Using the markers described above, we defined four marker 

sets in Visual 3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD): a variant of 

PiG [5], a typical cluster approach (Cluster) [6], and two in-

house variants of the cluster method.  Our slider-crank model 

defined the hip joint center (main bearing) using a functional 

method based on the location of the rotation plateau (crank 
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Figure 3: Comparison of model estimations of average 

medial-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) translations 

during normal walking trials across all subjects.  Orange 

area representative of bone-pin data [4] adjusted by an offset 

of 2 mm laterally and 10 mm anteriorly to compensate for 

discrepancies in tibia center locations. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of average internal external (IE) knee 

joint angles during normal walking trials across all subjects.  

Orange area representative of bone-pin data [3] 

 
bearing), length of the femur (crankshaft), and position of the 

tibia (piston) to identify the center of rotation.  In our model, 

unlike in a typical slider-crank mechanism, the crank 

bearing—or rotation plateau—was modeled as a two-

dimensional surface orthogonal to the tibial axis, therefore 

parallel to the tibial plateau.  To ensure a unique solution, the 

axis of the virtual femur was constrained to cross the 

previously defined knee joint center.  The orientation of the 

femur was defined by a landmark posterior to the knee joint 

center by one-quarter the depth of the shank on the tibial 

plateau, therefore simulating an attachment point (i.e. 

ligaments).  For both of our slider-crank models the hip joint 

center was defined using a functional dynamic trial [7]: gait 

for the SCG model, and squat to 90° for the SCS model.  (See 

Figure 1 for model constraints detail.) 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Transverse plane knee kinematics were calculated for the tibia 

with respect to the femur and reported as averages for all 

subjects.  Translations (Figure 3) are shown only in the 

medial-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) directions as 

our models constrained the femur to be in contact with the 

rotation plateau throughout the motion.  The data estimated by 

SCS for translations and IE rotation was found to be consistent 

with previously reported bone-pin studies [4] (Figure 2).  The 

discrepancies observed are most likely due to knee center 

offset between the studies by approximately 10 mm anteriorly 

and 2 mm laterally, confirmed by estimations of Cluster 

models in the two studies as well.  It should also be noted that 

neither of our models performed well in the last 10% of the 

stance phase, most likely due to a the combination of full hip 

extension and high knee flexion.  The primary strength of SCS 

is its ability to estimate translations consistently with bone-pin 

data, unlike Cluster or PiG. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to tracking 

femur motion that employs slider-crank principles to better 

estimate AP and ML translation and the IE rotation.  Future 

studies should compare known femur positions with those 

estimated, and add varus-valgus rotations to the model.  

However, this feasibility study has demonstrated the 

performance of the slider-crank method and promises more 

accurate knee evaluations in the future. 
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